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The editors of Country Home magazine define country style for the 21st century.Brings to life the

essence of the country lifestyle&#x92;s simplicity, comfort, tradition, romance, reverence for

nature.Presents settings with fresh themes and color palettes, with ideas on how to decorate for

each particular style.
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I am not a Country Home magazine subscriber (although this book suggests that I ought to become

one), but I first saw this book at a book store where I sat down and went through it page by page.

An hour later, I realized that I was still sitting there not wanting to put the book down, so I ordered it

from  (better price). The book is is a large size with lovely heavy paper and gorgeous BIG photos

showing a variety of current country looks (romantic, modern, traditional). This is one of the prettiest

and most inspiring books I have seen in a long time. Highly recommend.

This is a must-have for any country style lover. It isn't a look back but an up-to-date look at where

the style is today. I found dozens of ideas for updating the country style I have loved for years. I was

especially pleased to see that Mary Emmerling (a sort of country guru) was involved in this book

and wrote part of it.



This is a book to escape into. As a designer, I appreciate the well-designed homes and interiors and

the fact that this book puts a fresh 2001 spin on a classic design style. It looks to me as if most of

the featured homes are vacation or weekend homes, which may explain the casual,freewheeling

feeling that the photographs impart. This is one of two favorite books on my reading table at the

moment.The other favorite is another yummy getaway book - called Second Home - which shows a

broader range of home and interior design styles, all set in fabulous getaway locations.

I read Country Home magazine, but I disagree with the reviewer who said that he or she has seen

all the houses before. I have not seen all these homes, but I do recognize a few, which I am thrilled

to see printed on book (versus thin magazine) paper and bound into a book I can keep forever. This

book is so fresh, and while I lean toward the classic country looks, I love seeing newer, almost

modern variations on the theme. Touring one house after another is a real treat, especially because

the page size of this book is larger than most other decorating books I've seen.

This book is wonderfully fresh and current. It brings country style up to date and avoids the usual

country clichÃ©s. Very inspirational yet filled with ideas too. I'd say that this book is a must for

anyone who loves casual country style.

I saw the cover of this book and was was really hoping I would love the contents just as much.

Unfortunately I didn't find anything I liked in it, except for the cover repeated inside. To me the cover

looks gorgeous, timeless, comfy, casual and pretty but I was disappointed when I couldn't find much

inside that was similar to that.I would definitely recommend instead of this, Country Chic: Country

Style For Modern Living by Liz Bauwens. The rooms in Country Chic are really inspiring to me and

there is also a wide variety of country styles in that book, some of which I didn't even know would be

considered country. The rooms are much more comfy looking, casual, pretty and serene. The

author gives a lot of great advice and tips without dictating one particular style. I'm surprised it isn't

as popular as it should be because it's a great book in my opinion. I'm just really picky about

decorating books...a lot of times I'll love the tips and ideas that a book has, but I won't like the

pictures as much, but Country Chic offers me both. My only complaint about Country Chic is I wish it

were longer.Anyway, I'm glad I didn't judge this book by it's cover and just buy it right away, I

borrowed it from the library. I can see from the previous reviews that a lot of people like it, but before

anyone buys it they should definitely check it out at the library to see if it's suits them.I gave it 2

stars, one star for the pretty cover and the other because it may suit other people. :)



I used this book a lot when I was still working in design. there are so many great ideas that cover a

large design spectrum, also very sophisticated taste and updated for today's times.I bought this

copy for a friend and she lives it..!

I give it a three as it repeats the same photos from previous magazine (Country Home) issues.

Since I save the issues and look at them from time to time, I instantly recognized the photos in the

book. It would be a nice gift for someone not familiar with Country Home magazine.
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